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This thesis aims to review the constructions of continuous Markov 
processes on the Sierpinski Gasket and on the Sierpinski Carpet by 
Barlow and Perkins (1988) and Barlow and Bass (1989) respectively. 
The Sierpinski Gasket G is to be constructed through taking topological 
closure of the union of an ascending collection of discrete points on the 
plane. Random walks were constructed on each of these sets. We shall 
prove that the mean number of steps for these walks to exit a unit 
equilateral triangle on the plane can be expressed as positive powers of 
five. This is a very important result in the sense that the time scale of 
these random walks are later enlarged by their respective mean exit times 
to compensate for the increase in density of points on the plane within 
that ascending collection. Together with measure-theoretic adjustments, 
the convergence to a continuous Markov process will be proved. 
The Sierpinski Carpet C was constructed by taking the intersection of a 
descending collection of connected sets. Ordinary Brownian Motions on 
the plane were constructed on each of these sets. We shall analyse their 
behaviour during propagation, namely the Knight's Move and the Comer 
Move and then obtain the Hamack's inequality on these connected sets. 
However, no parallel results on the mean exit time are available in the 
case of the Sierpinski Carpet. Another form of scaling was deployed, and 
that convergence to a continuous Markov process is obtained through 
existence theorems. 
這篇論文旨在檢視分別由Barlow and Perkins(1988)和Barlow and 













Move ’然後證明在這些連通集上的Hamack’s Inequality。可是在 
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Fractals can be found in many places in nature. B. B. Mandelbrot showed 
that some coast lines have infinite length like the Koch curve in contrast to 
the traditional idea of smooth curves as seen on maps. Nowadays, fractal 
structures in nature belong to a larger class of objects which Physicists call 
disordered media. [10] Having discovered the ubiquity of fractals in nature, 
we are interested in describing physical phenomena happening in fractals. 
This is where the idea of 'Brownian Motion' on fractals gains practical values. 
For example, let us consider a crystal modelled as a fractal structure D. 
Given the boundary temperature /，the problem of obtaining the tempera-
ture distribution inside the crystal can be reduced to obtaining a harmonic 
function u satisfying the following conditions, namely the Dirichlet problem: 
Au = 0 in int{D), 
u = f on dD. 
Provided that we obtain a continuous Markov process X on D, we can 
write down a solution as follows: 
u{x) = E:f(XTD) xeD 
where td is the stopping time for X to reach dD. 
Two fundamental fractal sets are the Sierpinski Gasket and the Sierpinski 
Carpet. The Sierpinski Gasket is an example of finitely ramified fractal sets 
because it becomes disconntected even if two points are removed. (Figure 
1.2) On the other hand, the Sierpinski Carpet remains connected provided a 
finite number of points are removed so it is an infinitely ramified fractal set. 
The purpose of this thesis is to review the constructions of continuous 
Markov processes on the Sierpinski Gasket and on the Sierpinski Carpet by 
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Figure 1.1: Sierpinski Gasket and Sierpinski Carpet (http://en.wikipedia.org 
http: //eldar.mathstat.uoguelph.ca/) ， 
Figure 1.2: A disconncected Sierpinski Gasket on removal of two points 
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Barlow and Perkins (1988) [1] and Barlow and Bass (1989) [2] respectively. 
As we will see, the techniques involved during the constructions in the two . 
cases are very different. 
In the case of the Sierpinski Gasket, the Gasket G is to be constructed 
through taking (topological) closure of the union of an ascending collection 
of discrete points on the plane. That is to say, each of the members of the 
collection {Gi : i G Z} is a set of discrete points on the plane and that 
Gi C Gj if £ Z,i < j. G 二 cZ(Uiez ^i)- Random walks were constructed 
on each of the Gi,s and the resulting continuous Markov process on G is the 
limit of these (adjusted) random walks on Gi. We will call this the 'bottom-
up' approach. 
Wong (2005) [8] has demonstrated in his thesis that the direct generaliza-
tion this，bottom-up’ approach is not feasible for constructing a continuous 
Markov process on the Sierpinski Carpet. In fact, the construction on the 、 
Sierpinski Carpet adopted a 'top-down' approach. The carpet C was con-
structed by taking the intersection of a descending collection of connected 
sets, {Ci'.ie N}, where Cj C Gi if i,j G N,i < j. C = f]ieN^i' The re-
sulting continuous Markov process on C is the limit of the Brownian motion 
on each of Q , i G N. 
Let us summarize the main results of our review: 
Definition 1. Let {X{t),t > 0} be a stochastic process defined on a 
probability space (fi, •F, P) taking values in the measureable space E, (state 
space人 Let T^ — cr(X(s) : s <t). Then X is a Markov Process if 
P{X{t + s)e = P{X{t + 5) G T\X{t)} 
for all s,t> 0|, where <7{X{s) :s<t) is the a -algebra induced until time t. 
The Markov process is continuous if t X{u^t) is continuous for all 
u eVi. 
Thoerem 1. There exist a continuous Markov process in the Sierpinski Gas-
ket G and the Sierpinski Carpet C respectively. 
Chapter 2 will be devoted to the construction of the Sierpinski Gasket 
G and the Sierpinski Carpet C. We shall see that G is formed from an 
ascending collection of discrete points on the plane, Gn, n e N, while C is 
formed from a descending collection of connected set on the plane, Cn, n e N. 
To facilitate later work on the analysis of preliminary processes, particular 
forms of neighbourhoods on G and on C respectively will be introduced. 
Chapter 3 is about the properties of the preliminary simple random walk 
on Gn and Brownian motion on Cn. Right at the beginning of the chapter, 
we shall see that the expected number of steps for the simple random walk 
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on Gn, n e N to walk through a unit distance (mean exit time, E{T^)) 
is 5". We observe that the preliminary layers are similar with respect to 
scaling, (i.e. if n > m,m,n G iV, Gn = 饥),so = for 
all n, m G iV in the Gasket case. However, similarity with respect to scaling 
is not present among the preliminary layers Cn, n e N. Unsurprisingly, no 
clear relationship between mean exit time in Cn and Cm exists. 
Besides analyzing the mean exit time in both cases, chapter 3 outlines the 
necessary adjustments to the random walks on Gn, n e N so that convergence 
to a continuous Markov process on G is guaranteed. These adjustments 
include restarting at suitable stopping times and the construction of a unified 
probability space. In the case of the Sierpinski Carpet, we provided a detailed 
analysis of the propagational behaviour of the preliminary Brownian motions 
on Cn in an attempt to provide some kind of control over the diffusion path. 
After the preparatory work laid down by Chapters 2 to 3，in Chapter 4 we 
shall outline the actual limiting processes to obtain the resulting continuous 
Markov processes on G and C respectively. Unlike the case of the Sierpinski 
Gasket in which we can write down the process on G explicitly as the limit 
of preliminary processes, the resulting process on the Sierpinski Carpet can 
only be obtained through an existence theorem. 
••... 
I 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Construction of the State 
Spaces 
2.1 The Sierpinski Gasket 
As mentioned in the Introduction, we attempt to construct the Sierpinski 
Gasket using the bottom-up approach. The Sierpinski Gasket is taken to be 
the (topological) closure of the union of an ascending collection of. discrete 
points on the plane. 
The collection of discrete sets on the plane: level zero We obtain 
the preliminary set of discrete points on the plane by translating inductively 
the vertices of an equilateral triangle of unit side 'along the lines making 0° 
and 60° with the x-axis. Let ao = (0,0), a： = (1,0), = be 
the vertices of this triangle. Define inductively for n = 0 , 1 ,whe r e the 
addition sign refers to vector addition in the specified directions, 
Fo = {ao,ai,a2} 
= Fn-i U {T-^ai + Fn-i) U + for n > 1 
Let Go = U二。八 and let Go be Gq and its reflection with respect； to 
y-axis. Go is the level zero set of discrete points on the plane. 
Subsequent levels Let = 2""Go for n=l,2,... and let Goo = U二o ^n 
The Sierpinski Gasket G is obtained by taking the closure of Goo- This is to -
say, G = d(Goo). 
5 
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y-axis 
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Figure 2.1: Part of Gi (top), part of G2 (bottom) 
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2.1.1 Neighbourhood in the Sierpinski Gasket 
Formation of graphs from Let G(o) be the graph with vertices 
Gq. We join x and y in G(o) with an edge if and only if |丨工—= 1 and the 
edge is contained in G. After obtaining G(o)，we again use scaling to produce 
G⑷ for all n e Z . G ⑷ = 
Neighbourhood in the Sierpinski Gasket To facilitate analysis of the 
behaviour of random walks on Gn, n e N, we introduce a form of neighbour-
hood of a point x 6 GN. Let JQ be the solid triangle with vertices {OQ, ai, 02}. 
Let n > m, M,N G Z, each point 2; G Gn is contained in a triangle ^^^(rr) 
which is Jq scaled by i.e. 2-饥 Jq and translated such that its vertices 
are joined by edges in We shall call a Gm-triangle containing 
X. 







• € • # 
(1,0) 
Figure 2.3: A i ( ( l , f ) ) . 
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2.2 The Sierpinski Carpet 
We attempt to construct the Sierpinski Carpet using the top-down approach. 
The carpet C is taken to be the intersection of a descending collection of 
connected sets. Each level is obtained by removing appropriate 'middle ninth' 
sub-squares from the level above. 
The collection of connected sets on the plane: level zero and level 
one Let CQ be a solid square of unit side on the plane with the lower left 
corner situated at the origin, i.e. CQ = [0，1] x [0,1 . 
We divide each side of CQ into three equal portions and draw gridlines 
through the points of divisions. Thus we divide Cq into nine smaller squares 
of the same size. Ci is obtained by removing from CQ the smaller square 
in the middle (excluding the boundary of the smaller square), i.e. Ci = 
We will see that CQ and Ci are building blocks for the Sierpinski Carpet 
in the sense that subsequent levels within the collection of connected sets are 
obtained through the similar way of 'middle ninth' removal. 
Subsequent levels Let 5 be a solid square on the plane with the sides 
being parallel to the axes and the length of each side being a G The lower 
left corner of S is situated at ?/ G 
Let z G 况2’ i.e. a point on the plane and let 屯 = a - z + y. Then 
is an affine map taking Cq to the square S. 
Let Sn denote the set of squares with, the length of each side being 3一"• 
and vertices in 3 一 C o n s i d e r S cCi.S e It follows 
that the image of C\ under ^5's leaves a 'hole' in the middle. We will take 
this to be C2, the second level within the descending collection of connected 
sets. 
Inductively, we define Cn+i = ： S cCn,S e Sn} for n > 1. 
The Sierpinski Carpet C is taken to be the intersection of all C„'s, i.e. C = 
门二0 Cn _ 
The extended Sierpinski Carpet C on the first quadrant is obtained by 
enlargeing C by powers of 3: 
00 
c = y 
n=0 • 
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Figure 2.4: (Left)C2, (Right) C3 [2] 
2.2.1 Neighbourhood in the Sierpinski Carpet 
The path of a Brownian Motion on Cn, for some n e N is restricted by 
、 obstacles, which are the 'middle ninth' squares of variable sizes removed 
when Cn is constructed. Let Bn be a Brownian Motion on Cn. In the next 
chapter, we will analyze the behaviour of Bn during its propagation. For any 
point X e Cn, one very useful tool during the analysis is to consider a form 
of neighbourhood of x in the context of gridlines. 
Consider Sm, m e N, the set of squares with the length of each side being 
3-爪 with lower left-hand corner at (i3-爪，j'3-饥)i,j e Z. Let x € Cn, then 
there exists a unique 2 x 2 block of squares in Sm such that x is closest to 
the centre of the 2 x 2 block of squares. More specifically, let x = {xi,x2) 
where xi,x2 G 况’ let i and j be such that zS""" < xi < (i + 1)3一饥 and 
jS""" <X2< {j + 1)3一"\ Let S e_Sm be the square with lower left corner 
at (i3-爪，J.3-饥).If xi < + 〒，adjoin a square in to the left of 
S; otherwise adjoin a square in SM to the right of S. If X2 < jS""" + 罕， 
adjoin a square in Sm below 5; otherwise adjoin a square in Sm above S. 
Afterwards, adjoin the fourth square in Sm to make up a square of length 
2 X Denote this 2x2 block of squares to be An (工). 
In the figure, note that one or more of the squares Si, i = 0,1,2,3 might 
be empty, that is, the interior of the square being included in {CnY, because 
of the geometric configuration of Cn. To be more specific, the following cases 
are possible: 
• All squares are non-empty. 
• Exactly one of the squares are empty, so there are three such cases in 
) 
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Figure 2.5: 
total. 
• Exactly two adjacent squares are empty, so there are two such cases in 
total. 
"••i - - . - • • 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Preliminary Random Processes 
on Each Level 
The resulting continuous Markov processes on either the Sierpinski Gasket 
or the Sierpinski Carpet are the limits of the random processes on the pre-
liminary layers during the construction of the respective state spaces. 
In essense, we consider the Sierpinski Gasket to be a fractal set made 
up from discrete points on the plane and the preliminary random processes 
on the pre-Gaskets Gn, n e N are discrete random walks on graphs. On 
the other hand, we built the Sierpinski Carpet through successive removal 
of 'middle ninth' squares whose lengths were n e N. Each of the 'pre-
carpet' Cn was a connected set on the plane and the preliminary random 
processes on the Cn,s are Brownian Motions which are of course continuous 
almost surely. 
A crucial step before taking limit to obtain the resulting processes on the 
Sierpinski Gasket and the Sierpinski Carpet is to analyse the preliminary 
processes. 
3.1 The Sierpinski Gasket 
3.1.1 Definitions 
When we consider random walks on pre-Gaskets Gn, we want to control the 
path of the walks in certain extent so that no undesirable 'jumps', which 
jeopardize the continuity of the resulting process on the Gasket, are allowed. 
This is the reason why we join certain points in GQ in a way mentioned in 
chapter 2. 
Each vertex in is joined by an edge to four other vertices in 
For X e Gn, let Nn{x) denote the set of four neighbours of x in G⑷. 
12 
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Random Walk Starting at the origin O, we define simple random walks 
on Gn, n € Z to be a Gn-valued Markov chain {y[n,0](r) : r = 0,1,...} 
with transition probabilities 
P(y[n,0](r + 1) = 2/| Y [ n , 0 ] { r ) = x ) ^ l J if f S i V n ⑷ 
I 0 otherwise 
where x,y E. Gn 
(oo‘(f 
Stopping Times Let n > 0, n e iV,工 e 门 Jo. A careful look at the ‘ 
picture reviews that if the random walk Y[n, O] (r) = x, the random walk 
must escape JQ through {00,^1,02}-
To generalize the above observation, for allw > m, m,ne Z , each point 
X eGn is contained in a triangle Am{x). If the random walk on G„, Y[n,0] 
hits X, then Y[n, O] must escape Am{x) at one of its vertices. If a; G GmnG„， 
i.e. a; is a vertex of than two choices of 么爪(工）are available so the 
random walk Y[n, O] might escape at four possible points in Gm, 
which are actually points constituting Nm{x). 
This suggests that if we consider the time when Y[n, O] hits Gm, this 
appears to be a random walk on Gm- This motivates our introduction of 
'successive disjoint hits' (termed by WONG [8]) as follows: 
For m < n , m j n e Z , define: 
M Y [ N , O ] ) = inf{r > 0 : Y[n, O ] G Gm}} 
巧 孙 ， O ] ) = inf{r > TTiYln, O]) : > > ’ O] G G 爪 O ] ) ) } } , i > 0 
WriY[n, O]) = TTiXln, O]) - ！；，孙,O]) i > l 
3.1.2 Properties of the Random Walk 
Without loss of generality, we now focus on the random walk on Go starting 
from the origin and we shall write T广 instead of T^{Y[n, O]) for m < 0, 
i — 1J 2 J... • 
Before asserting that y[0,0](T/"), m < 0, m e Z, i = 0,1,... to be 
a random walk on Gm, we have to prove that TJ" is finite almost surely. 
Otherwise, Y [ 0 , i s not well defined. 
Theorem 3.1.1. T广 is a random variable finitely almostly with mean 5.‘ 
1 
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2 a。 
丑 1 2 a i 
Proof. Using the notation of Chapter 2，consider {ai : i = 0’ 1，2} and Fi, and 
let a3 = ai + <22. Reflection in the y-axis suggests that we can consider Tf^ 
to be the first time a random walk on Fi, starting at (0,0), hits {2ai,2a2}-
See figure. 
We will use moment generating function to prove this theorem. Let 
fi(u) = (u^i ), where the superscript denotes the starting point. The 
relationship between the expectations starting from adjacent points, as well 
as symmetry, suggest that 
/l = /2 
Mu) = ufi{u) 
fl{u) = ^{/oM + fl{u) + Mu) + 1} 
/ 3⑷二 f { / l ⑷ + 1} 
We can solve for /o(u) and see that /o(u) = ； 
五ao (^Ti 1 一2) = ^ ^ = which is the form of the moment gener-
ating function of a geometric random variable of mean ^ ^ ^ = 3. Therefore, 
-2 is a geometric random variable with mean 3 and the theorem follows. 
-j 
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• ‘ 
Theorem 3.1.2. Tf"^ is a random variable which is finite almost surely with 
mean 5” for m = 1,2,.... 
Proof. We will use induction to prove this part of the theorem. The previous 
theorem shows that the statement is true when m = 1. Consider 了厂—丄). 
Inductively define the successive disjoint hits for Y[n, O] to hit Gm, m > 1, 
but before hitting as follows, 
Ur = min{r > U二” y[0, 0](r) G G—饥 Y[0,0](C/二!)} A 7；-(饥+” for i > 1 , 
『 = /o i f c / r . =T严 1) ‘ 
、 [Up-Ur：!^ otherwise ‘ 
Markov property of the random walk implies that the waiting times 








Recall that the random walk y[0, 0](i), i = 0,1,... has already travelled 
through Am+i(0), an equilateral triangle with size and having vertices 
in Gm+i, between i = 0 and i =『「("^+丄).Self-similarity and symmetry allow 
us to scale the random walk by and then consider the intermediate steps 
through GM to be a random walk on GQ. The previous theorem implies that 
the number of times the random walk hits Gm is finite almost surely so the 
expectation can be taken within the summation sign. 
Markov property at y[0,0](C/广）enables us to split the two expectations 
within the summation sign. Symmetry tells us that W/Jj is equal in law to 
T;饥 
In the last line, scaling and an application of the previous theorem again 
shows that the first expectation is equal to 5. Together with, the induction 
hypothesis, we have shown that •(爪+i) [g finite almost surely and has mean 
5"^ +、 • 
i 
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Remarks 
• Markov property and symmetry enable us to use induction to prove 
that i = 1,2, ...is finite almost surely and that is a simple 
random walk on G-m-
• The second theorem shows that stating at the origin, O, the expected 
number of steps to travel on GQ through a distance of 2'", m E N is 
Scaling by suggests that the expected number of steps for 
a random walk on Gm to travel through a unit distance is again 
We will see that such a sharp estimate of travel time through a unit 
distance is not available in the case of th^ Sierpinski Carpet. 
3.1.3 Preparations for convergence and continuity 
A unified probability space 
Recall that we have defined simple random walks Y[n, O] starting at the 
origin O, on Gn, for each n E Z such that once y[n, O] reaches a point 
X G Gn, there are equal probabilities that it goes to any one of the four 
neighbours of x in Gn. The random walks Y[n, O], n e Z are independent. 
Of course, there is no restriction on the starting point. Each point x 
on GQ has four neighbours and we can define another simple random walk 
y[0,a:] (i) i=l，2,…independent of that starting at zero. However, for the 
sake of simplicity, we will restrict our discussion in this subsection to those 
random walks starting at O only. 
Let (Onj^nj'Pn) be the probability triple induced by Y[n, O] for each 
n e Z. We have proved that for m < n, Y[n, i = 1,2，…is 
a random walk on G-m- Y[几，0](Tp") on ⑴n’《^n’ 八5 is equal in law to 
Y[m, O] whose probability triple is Yet intrinsically, Y[n, 0' 
and Y[m, O] are independent so we should not expect that Y[n, 0], .n G N 
would converge as n tends infinity, even after scaling. What we would like to 
see is a unified probability triple encompassing all of 
for each n e Z so that the random walks Y[n, 0]'s are related in a way 
conducive to their convergence as n tends infinity. 
In the next chapter, we will see that each of the random walks will be 
scaled by powers of 5 and the time domain will be made continuous as follows: 
Lette^,t> 0. Let ieN be such that zS"" <t<{i + 1)5"" 
⑷ = y [ n , O]⑷ + 0](z + 1) - y[n, O]⑷） 
In order for "Kn[0](t) to converge almost surely as n tends infinity, it would 
be very helpful that, in the new probability triple (fi, T.V), "K[m，0]⑷= 
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Y[n,0]{T~^), i = 0,1,... almostly surely. Fortunately, such a probability 
triple exists. WONG [8] has outlined his proof for the existence of such a 
probability triple using Kolmogorov Extension Theorem. 
Similar constructions is not restricted to the origin and can be repeated i 
for each point x in Gn, n G N. If we include those random walks not starting (、 
at zero, we summarize the properties of ！F, V) as follows: 
• {X[n, x]'.xe Gnn e N} is a family of random walks on ne N. 
• If m < n and X G Gm, X[m,x]{{) = X [ n , i = 0，1，…almostly 丨 
surely (nesting property) I 
• If 工，工‘e Gn and x + x\ then X[n^x] and X[n,x'] are independent. 
The last property is inherited from the independence of Y[n,x] and 
Y[n, J/], for x,y £Gn such that x ^y. 
Random walk with restart 
Our purpose is to construct a Brownian Motion on the Sierpinski Gasket, 
which is constructed from taking closure of all the discrete points in Gn, ‘ 
n e N. The convergence of random walks to a continuous time process will 
be outlined in the next chapter. Yet one obvious problem concerning the 
starting point of the continuous time process should arise at this moment: ‘ 
no point x G CI{GOQ) — Goo can be the starting point because x ^ Gn, j 
Vn G N. To circumvent this, we need to relate random walks starting at ] 
points 'sufficiently close together'. Let Xi,X2 G Gn, and the'Gm-triangle 
containing them are equal i.e. = Am{x2). If random walks starting 
at xi and 工2 respectively later leaves Am(工 1) at the same point, we couple the ；: 
random walks in the way such that they trace the same points thereafter. 
More specifically, for each x E Gn being the starting point of a random 
walk on Gn, restart does not occur until the random walk has left An-i(a；). 
Therefore, X[n, x](i)=文[n, a;](2) for i = 1，...T""^ The above adjustment is 
conducive to obtaining a continuous extension of the continuous time process ; 
on Goo to G. 」 
We will express the adjustments from X to X explicitly as follows: j 
X[n, O ]⑷=X[n , O]⑷ for all i e N \ 
If X O and x G Gm where n>m 
X\n x](i) = X[n,X[n,x]{l)]{i-l) 
)i(l<i<T^-\X[n,Xln,x]{l)]) 
‘ where I = T-'(X[n, 2;]) and —oo<j<m — 1 
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Moreover, the random walk starts over again at zero whenever it reaches zero 
at some point i. 
Xln,x](i) = Xln, (0,0)](i 一 To{X[n,x])) if i > To{X[n,x]) 
We can prove that after these adjustments, X is still a random walk with 
the nesting property preserved. We now summarize the properties of X in 
the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1.3. 
1. X[njx] is a simple random walk on Gn starting at x. . 
2. If m < n and x G Gn, then X[m,x]{i) = X[n,x]{T^{X[n,x])), i > 0. 
3. If a; G Gn, thenX[n,a;](i) = X[n,X[n,x]il)]{i-l), where I = T^{X[n,x]) 
and i > —oo < j <n. 
4. If m > p, X[m, x] {T^{X[m, a:])) is independent of the choice of m. 
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3.2 The Sierpinski Carpet 
I 
Recall that our general plan is to construct a continuous Markov process X in 
the carpet C from ordinary Brownian Motions Bn on each of C„. Afterwards, 
we extend the process X to C (the extension of C to the whole of the first 
quadrant) by a piecing together argument, which will be outlined in the last 
chapter. However, the main purpose of this section is to investigate the | 
properties of Bn in regard to the constuction of X. 
3.2.1 The Brownian Motion Bn on Cn 
We start with the following notations: 
daCn = Cn 门{(工，2/) : X = 1 or 2/ = 1} (，a，for absorbing) 
drCn = dCn\daCn {'T' foi reflecting) 
where d denotes the boundary of a set. 
Define jB„(t) to be a Brownian Motion on Cn with normal reflection on 
drCn and absorption on daCn. We can see that Bn{t) is absorbed on the 
upper and right edges of C„, but reflected on the left and the lower edges. 
Reflection on hitting the boundaries of Cn situated in the interior of Co 
(interior boundaries) is natural, but introducing reflecting outer boundaries 
on the left and lower edges is more intersting. The purposes are twofold: 
To enable extension of state space from C to C Recall that C = 
U^o The self-similarity of C with respect to scaling by powers of 3 
suggests that, upon viewing C through gridlines of unit width, some of the 
squares within each 2x2 block of squares, might be empty according to the 
configurations outlined during the construction of C and C. We might con-
sider the reflecting lower and left edges of C as part of the interior boundaries 
of C. (The point is that reflecting edges should be adjacent to each other, 
not necessarily on the lower and left edges, because the Brownian Motions 
are invariant with respect to reflection.) After achieving our target of con-
structing the process in the carpet C, we will see in the last part of this thesis . 
that these reflecting outer edges will facilitate the extension from C to C. 
To introduce the concept of 'transversal time' for Bn As n tends 
to infinity and more 'middle ninth' squares are removed, the process Bn{t) 
starting at x € Cn will move more slowly because the path is more convoluted 
in the presence of more obstacles. Bn{t) escapes any particular neighborhood 
of X more and more slowly and eventually get trapped at x. This has been 
confirmed by the computer simulation performed by Barlow and Bass [2]. 
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This suggests the necessity to enlarge the time base of Bn{t) appropriately. 
It is reasonable to consider the supremum (over all starting points in C„) of 
the expected time for Bn{t) to be absorbed and scale the time base with this 
supremum. More specifically, 
Tn{x) = inf{t: Bn(t) e daCn] where 5^(0) = x 
Otn = sup {E'^Tnix)} 
lGCnn([0,i]x[0,i]) 
It can be proved that the supremum is attained at Cn 门 [ 0 ， T h e 
asymmetric configuration for drFn is thus a background for such a setting. 
More details on the application of r„ and an to the construction of a 
process on the carpet will be discussed in the next chapter. 
3.2.2 Properties of 5爪⑴ 
To understand Bm{t), for some m £ N,we will investigate its behavior during 
its propagation. The result will allow us certain control over the diffusion 
path: given a curve in Cm, there is positive probability that Bm will stay 
close to the curve. 
Propagation of Bm{t)： Corner Move and Knight's Move 
Definitions and notations We will begin with definitions and notations 
describing the propagation of Bm{t). Again, we divide the x-axis and the 
y-axis into portions of and draw gridlines through these points. Thus we 
have obtained «Sn, the set of squares of side with lower left-hand corner 
at jS""") i,j e Z. Let x =(工丄，工之)e Cm, there exists a unique 2 x 2 
block of squares in such that x is closest to its centre. Denote such a 2 x 2 
block of squares in Sn to be Dn(x). 
We want to describe the propagation of Bm{t) in terms of these grids: 
Starting at x G Cm, the next stop is on the boundary of D„(x). We then treat 
this stopover point y as another starting point and consider the boundary of 
Dn(y) as the next goal. Mathematically, consider the stopping times for a 
on Cm： 
cr'liBm) = inf{t > 0 : Bm{t) G 30^(3^(0))} 
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Figure 3.1: Corner Move and Knight's Move 
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Corner Move The Corner Move and the Knight's Move in the next para-
graph is concerned about the behaviour of B^ between t = (J^{Bm) and 
t = Figure 3.1 shows a 2 x 2 block of squares in <S„. But it should 
be clarified that the state space of Bm remains to be Cm. 
The bold cross at the centre of the figure denotes the region of possible 
starting positions for a new stage of propagation according to Note 
that one or more of the squares might be empty, that is, the interior of the 
square being included in {CmY, because of the geometric configuration of 
Cm outlined during the construction of the carpet. Since the law of Bm is 
invariant with respect to rotation, we can assume without loss of generality 
that the upper right square is not empty and, at this stage of propagation, 
Bm starts at a point in Ai (a section of the cross on the right). 
We denote A2 as the other half of the upper right square's bottom edge 
excluding Ai； its centre lines as Ci and C2 and its diagonal as D respectively. 
The boundary of the two adjacent squares on the right is divided into 12 
sections, each with length being half of that of each square, and labelled 
counterclockwise L i , L u . 
The Corner Move is about the move from Ai to LQ. We are interested in 
an intuitively obvious fact: If we assume that, at this stage of propagation, 
Bm starts at a point in Ai, the probability of landing at the nearer LQ when 
Bm escapes the two squares on the right is relatively higher than landing at 
other Li's. 
This result will be true for all m and n. That means that we can apply 
this result to whichever pre-carpet Cm and whichever level of fineness for the 
gridlines. Such uniformity is very useful when we take limit for m and obtain 
a process on the carpet. 
Set T = mf{t > 0 : B爪(t) e (2 squares on the right)。} and pi(xo)= 
P(XT e LILXO = XO") 
Theorem 3.2.1. For all x € Ai, (a) if the lower right square is emtpy, 
Peix) > I (b) if the lower right square is not emtpy, pe{x) > ^ 
Proof. Symmetry suggests that it suffices to consider case (a) only. Firstly, 
we will make use of reflection about the centre line Ci. Let S — inf{t : 
Bm{t) G Ci}. In the case where the process lands on Li, we can see from 
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figure 3.1 that T > S. 
Mx) = P^(Bm(T)€Li,S<T) 
=En(s<T严⑶〔BmCT) e Li) [Markov property at 
= 五 m ⑷ （ B 饥 ( T ) G Le) [symmetry] 
= P^{Bm{T)sLe,S<T) 
<P6W 
Similarly we have p2{x) < P5(x)’ P3(x) < P4(x). 
Reflection about C2 yields ^5(0;) < pe{x) and p2{x) < pi{x). 
Next we consider reflection about the diagonal D and consider the process 
to be going to and forth between D and Bi U B2. 
Set stopping times 
"0 = 0 
Vr = mf{t > ^r-i ： Bm{t) e P} r>l 
^r = mi{ t>r)r :Bm{t)eAiUA2} r > 0 
One of the standard properties of Brownian Motions says that the prob-
ability of hitting any single particular point is zero. 
Therefore P怎(B^n(力)hits the centre of Dn{x)) = 0. If 77” and & converges to 
a real value as r tends to infinity, Bm hits the origin, which does not happen 
almost surely. Therefore, 
00 
P 4 ⑷ e L , , r ) r < T < TJr+l) 
r=l 
= e L4,T < Vl) 
r=l 
If e D, the symmetry of Emit) stopping at & suggests that 
eL,,T< ryi) = P:'(Bm{T) e < ⑶ + 饥(T) eL^,^o<T< rj,) 
< € L : , T < 6 ) + P'^'iBmiT) m) 
= P^\Bm(T)eLi,T<m) 
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Combine the results above, we have 
oo ‘ 
P4⑷ < 丑爪cn eLu7)r<T< r/r+l) 
r= l 
Similar arguments yield P3(cc) < P2(x) 
Since the sum of all of pi(x) is 1，combining all results yields peW > 
• 
* 
Knight 's Move Note that we are concerned about the propagation of Bm' 
given a continuous curve in Cm, we want to prove that there is a positive 
probability that Bm would cross it before leaving Cm. A mere Corner Move 
allows no manoeuvre over the path across Cm (but the likelihood of remaining 
in that particular corner). Under this context, we introduce 'Knight's Move', 
the move from Ai to Li. 
Consider the same figure as for the Corner Move. Again, we assume that, 
at this stage of propagation, Bm starts at a point x e Ai and that the upper 
right square is non-empty. At t = (j^{Bm), Bm might land on anywhere on 
the boundary of Dn{x), subject to the restriction of any empty squares within 
Dn{x) in the cases that we outlined in the Corner Mover section. In all cases, 
it can be proved that e Li) > c for some strictly positive c. 
The proofs for some of the cases, particularly the one where only the lower 
left square is empty, are very technical and involve fancy stopping times when 
Bm trepasses the boundaries between the squares within Dn{x). We will only 
illustrate that the Knight's Move is reasonable using the simplest case where 
all squares except the upper right square are empty. 
Let pi{x) = e Li\Xo = x), reflection with respect to the 
diagonal D yields P4(:r) < pi (x), pslx) < P2(x); reflection with respect to the 
centre line C2 yields P2(工）< PiM- Hence pi(x} is the greatest among the 
four and pi(x) > J for all x e Ai. 
We summarize the above discussion in the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.2.2. For all x G Ai, there exists a strictly positive CKnight such 
that pi{x) > CKnight-
Harnack's Inequality After all the preparartory work, we are able to 
prove the Harnack's Inequality. Here, [0，1 — e]^  denotes a square of side 
1 - e with lower corner at the origin; r = inf{t > 0 : Bn[t) G daCn}] 
hn(jr, A) = e A) where A C daCn. 
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Lemma 3.2.3. Let 0 < e < There exists S{e) depending only on e such 
that, if X, 2/ e C^ nA [0，1 一 e]^ , and ^ {t), 0 < i < 1, is a continuous curve from 
y to daCn contained in Cn, then hits 7 before hitting daCn) > 5(e). 
Proof. Choose r so that (3)"^ is small enough such that given a;，^/ € 门 
0，1 — e]2，we can use a series of Corner Moves and Knight's Moves to prove 
that there is a positive probability for Bn, starting from x, to encircle y 
in some iy{x,y) steps within Cn. Then B^ must have crossed 7. Since the 
number of grids in Cn belonging to Sr is finite, Vr = maXx.yeCn 工，v) is 
finite. Take = {cKnight 八 ccomer)—”，where CKnight and ccorner are the 
constants obtained in the Knight's Move and the Corner Move respectively, 
will satisfy the requirement. • 
Theorem 3.2.4. Harnack's Inequality: For each 0 < e < there exists a 
constant G。independent of n, such that 
< < 民 for all 工，2/ e C；门[0，1 一 > 1. 
Proof. Starting from y, let Mt = Mt is a continuous-time P^-
martingale. 
Let 7} < 1, and let T = inf{t >0: Mt< rjhniy, A)} A r. Then 
=Ey{K{B^,A)-T = r) A);T < r) 
=Ey{K{B^,A)-T = T) + Ey{MT\T < r) 
<py[T = r) + 7)K{y,A)py{T<T) 
= l + py{T <T)[r)K{yA)-l] 
Rearranging, we have 
、 l-r)hn{y,A) 
so = r) > 0. Prom all the trajectories of Bn[t) starting from y, 
there exists at least one curve 7 with 7(0) = y, 7(1) G daCn, and satisfying 
K{^{t),A)>r)K{y,A) for 0 < t < 1. 
Now starts from x, let S = mi{t > 0 : G 7}. The previous 
lemma shows that < r) > S^  and so 
hn{x, A) = A) [by P® -Martingale property] 
>E%K{BIA);S<t) 
>S,r]hn{y,A) 
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Figure 3.2: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 3.2.3 when n = l and r = 2. 
The numbers represent consecutive Knight's or Corner Moves. 
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Since 77 is arbitrary, the inequality above holds with 77 = 1 and = We 
can exchange the roles of x and y and prove that h j j / , A) > 6^r]hn{x^ A). • 
3.2.3 Exit time for Bn 
In the case of the Sierpinski Gasket, on average the preliminary random 
walk y[n, O], n e Z, n < 0 takes 5" steps to travel through an equilateral 
triangle of unit size. The ratio between the expected exit times in Gn and 
Gm, m, n G Z is In the case of the Sierpinski Carpet, we will see that 
such a sharp estimate of the ratio is not available. What we have got is an 
inequality relating the supremum and the infinum of the expected exit times 
of the preliminary Brownian Motion Bn and Bm-
Recall that we have defined the Mowings: 
Tn = mf{t ： Bnit) e daCn} 
0(n = sup {E'^Tnix)} 
xGCnn([0,i]x[0,i]) 
0n = inf 1 {E^Tnix)} 
There exist constants Ci, C2, and C3, independent of n, such that 
A „ < CITTN-L < C2PN-L < C3A1 < CSTTN 
For the sake of illustrating the application of the Knight's Move and the 
Corner Move, we shall prove only the following: 
Theorem 3.2.5. There exist r e N and a constant Ci € 况+，independent of 
n, such that an < Cia^-i for all n>r, n € N. 
Proof. Starting at x 6 [0，x [0，by a sequence of Knight's Moves and 
Corner Moves, there is a positive probability 77 that Bn will hit the absorbing 
edge of Cn before propagating through the gridlines of width | some positive 
number r of times. Namely, there exists r and 77 such that 
where SQ = 0 ， = inf{t > SI : • 
We have 
E工T =丑T [T; < r] + E: [r; Sr > t] 
< an{l - rj) + i^yoin-i 
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where we have used Markov property of Bn at Sr on the second line and 
Brownian scaling on the third line. Taking supremum over x € ([0, x [0，!]) 
and rearrange, we obtain the required inequality. 
• 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
The limiting process 
We have analysed the properties of state spaces (G, C), pre-state spaces {Gn, 
Cn, n e N) and the preliminary processes on the pre-state spaces. After these 
preparatory works, we are able to outline the steps through which our desired 
continuous Markov processes on G and C are obtained. 
4.1 The Sierpinski Gasket 
Recall that asn e N increases, the points in Gn get closer together in general 
so it takes more steps for a simple random walk on Gn to walk through a unit 
distance. The way to circumvent this is to scale the random walks by powers 
of 5 (the expected number of steps to escape a unit equilateral triangle) and 
make them walk faster. The random walks X[n,x\, x G Gn, n £ N will be 
scaled, as well as made continuous by linear interpolation as follows: 
Let X eGn^t e^,t> 0. Let ieN he such that iS"" <t<{i + 1)5—" 
Xn[x]{t) = X[n,x]{i) + 力 二 ''{X[n,x]{i + 1)-X[n,x]{i)) 
0 
We will attempt to show that Xn[x]{t) converges as n tends infinity. After-
wards, we will show that the resulting process X is a continuous Markov 
process. 
4.1.1 Convergence and continuity 
We will apply ideas from the theory of branching processes. We begin with 
its definition: 
Definition 4.1.1. Lei Q，i^n £ N be independent and identically distributed 
29 
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integer-valued random variables. Define a sequence Z^, n > 0 by ZQ = 1 and 
7 一 … i f Z n > 0 
2"叫0 ‘ ifZ. = 0 
The distribution of is called offspring distribution. 
Let X e Gm, i e N. Consider Zr = WT^{X[m + r,a;]) and Zr+i = 
W-^{X[m + r + 1，工]).They are the i仇 waiting time the random walks on 
Gm+r and on Gm+r+i respectively hit a point on Gm-
We now focus on Zr+i = + r + 1, xj). Since x is also in Gm+r, 
we can scale the random walk X[m + r + l,a:] by 2 to obtain a random 
walk on Gm+r and consider Zr = W-^{X[m-\-r,a;]). To relate Zr and Zr+i, 
what is missing are the intermediate steps that we skipped when we scaled 
X[m + r l,x] by 2. However, the intermediate steps are the number of 
steps required for X[m + r -t- l,x] to walk through a distance of 2爪+”’ which 
is equal in law to the number of steps required for the random walk on Gi 
to walk through a unit distance. (The expected number of steps is 5.) Then 
Zr+i = + r 4- l,a:]) can be perceived as the number of offsprings 
given birth by Zr fathers with offspring distribution given by (0,0)]). 
We will summerize our discussion in the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.1.2. If x G Gm, i G N, then Zr = W^{X[m-\-r, x]) is a branching 
process with offspring distribution equal in law to that ofW^{X[l, (0,0)]). 
Again, let x € Gm- We now consider waiting time between 
moments when Xn[x] hits points in Gm- Some algebraic manipulations and 
convergence theorems for branching process [7] give us the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.1.3. For each i e N, W^{Xn[x]) converges almost surely as n 
tends infinity to a random variable W^[x] which is strictly positive almost 
surely. 
We now come to the main theorem for this subsection, which is quite 
technical: 
Theorem 4.1.4. For each x G Goo, W converges almost surely as n 
tends to infinity, for all t in some compact sets on the non-negative real line. 
In other words, Xn[x] converges almost surely to a random process X[x] in 
C([0, c»), G), the space of continuous-time, continuous G-valued function, as 
n tends infinity. 
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Proof. Let x G G„。，no € N. Denote Tp[x] = EJ=i Wp[x] for x e Gm-
Using the second lemma, we can choose an a; G outside a null set such 
that 
lim W;^{Xn[x]){uj) = Wn工](…> 0 for all meZ,ieN 
n—00 
lim T^[x]{uj) = 00 for all m G Z 
Let m > riQ. Since we have obtained such ana;, we can choose k depending 
on u and m such that > m. Afterwards, we choose rii depending on 
uj, k and m such that 
m^{Tl^{Xn[x]) - TTW} < nun{V^[a:]} if n > ni 
We omit the u in what follows for brevity. 
Suppose t € [0,m]. Let n, n' > ni. Since Tj^[x] > m, we can choose 
j e {l,2,...，fc} such that TJ^i[x] < t < Tp[x]. Furthermore, the upper 
bound of Tp{Xnlx]) - 77"[x] implies that 
TJl.iXnlx]) < t < 
Note that we can obtain a similar result with n' in place of n. Therefore, 
\Xn[x]{t) - Xn'[x]{t)\ 一 Xn[x]{Tp{Xn[x]))\^ 
‘ S i n c e t is bounded by Tr^2{^n[x]) and the first and the third 
absolute signs are bounded by 2 一 R e c a l l from the restarting feature of 
our adjusted random walk that Xn[x]{Tp{Xn[x])) and Xn'[x]{T^{Xn'[x])) 
are equal points in G so the second absolute sign is zero. Therefore, we have 
uniform convergence if t is contained in some compact sets. 
Since each of Xn[x](CJ) is a continuous function in t and the convergence is 
uniform, the limiting function linin^oo denoted by X[x] is a continuous 
function in t. • 
4.1.2 Extension from Goo to G 
Although we have a beautiful proof above guaranteeing the convergence of 
Xn[x\ for all X G Goo, no point x G cl{Goo) 一 Goo can be the starting point. 
We now attempt to solve this problem. 
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Recall that we relate random walks starting at points 'sufficiently close 
together' in a way such that if they start at Xi,X2 G Gn, n e N respectively 
and later enter Gm, m < n at the same point, we couple them so that they 
trace the same points thereafter, namely, 
X[n,x]{i) = X[n,X[n,x]{T^{X[n,x]))]{i - T^{X[n,x\)) 
This adjustment gives us the lemma that follows. To begin with, let us 
recall the notion of Gm-triangle. They are the solid equilateral triangles of 
side 2—饥,translated such that its vertices are three neighbouring points in 
Gm- Let %n denotes the collection of all Gm-triangle in G. 
Lemma 4.1.5. Let m e Z, A G %n. If XQ € 5A, then for j < m, there 
exists a real number p, 0 < p < 1 such that 
P{X[xo\{Ti{Xlxo]) +1) X[x]{Ti{X[x]) +1) for some x e 
A 门 Goo and for some t>0)< 2p饥一） 
Let m = 2j. Under the same conditions provided by the above lemma, it 
means that 
P{X[xo\{Ti{X[xo\) + t) = X[x]{Ti{X[x]) +1) for all x G 
A n and for alH > 0) > 1 -
With a sufficiently large j, this means that provided we confine two starting 
points Xi,X2 G Goo of X in a very small Gm triangle, there is a very high 
chance that after X leaves the Gj-triangle containing the starting points, 
X[xi] = X[x2]. This provides a clue for us to prove that, if Xn,x e Goo and 
Xn — X, ^[xn] actually converges in probability to X[x]. 
Definition 4.1.6. A sequence of Markov Processes {Yn{t)^t e > On G 
N} is said to converge in probability to a stochastic process Y{t) if，for all 
M,e>0, 
lim P(sup \Yn{t)-Y{t)\>e) = 0 
n 一 C O t < M 
Let Cg[0, 00) denotes the space of G-valued continuous functions on 
[0，OO). It can be proved [4] that there exists a metric on CG[0, OO) such that 
convergence on under this metric is equivalent to convergence in probability 
defined above. The resulting metric space is complete. 
Theorem 4.1.7. The mapping from Goo to C([0, oo),G) defined by 
X —>• X[x 
is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of Goo- So it has a unique con-
. tinuous extension to G. 
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In other words, if x,y € Goo, for all M,e > 0，F(supt<jvf \X[x]{t)-
X[y]{t)\ > e) can be made arbitrarily small by making x,y sufficiently close 
together, provided both of them are included in some bounded subset on the 
plane. 
4.1.3 Markov property 
Now we have obtained a family of continuous-time, continuous stochastic 
processes X[x\ for all x e G. What we still need is the Markov property 
of X[x]. To prove this, we need the following lemma, which is not at all 
suprising given the uniform continuity we have just proved. 
Lemma 4.1.8. If Xn e Gn, n e N and Xn x e G, then Xn[x-n\ converges 
in probability to X[x . 
Theorem 4.1.9. X[x] is a Markov process for all x eG. 
Proof. Let x eG, consider the expectation £；® {ip {X[x]{s))(l){X [x] (t)) where 
0 < 5 < t and ip and (/> are bounded measureable function mapping from G 
to况. 
Let Sn = [5"s]5"" and tn = [5"t]5~" so Sn — s and tn — t. We have 
；: =limn—oo E'' {lp{Xn [Xn] ( Sn ) )[^^n] {tn)) 
=limn^oo fa{Xn[Xn](o；) {Sn)In{uj))dP{u) 
where dP(uj) denotes the probability measure for and 
/ n H = f {(l>{Xn[Xn[Xn]{u){SnW){tn " Sn))dP{uj') 
Jn 
We obtain the limit on the second line by the lemma just mentioned. 
Markov property of Xn gives the third line. Convergence in probability of a 
sequence of random variables Xn implies a subsequence Xn' such that Xn' 
converges almost surely. So there exists a null set outside which limn'->c3o (-^n' (^) ) ) = 
X[x] (uj)(s) for all uj. Therefore, the second integral on the third line 
lim I n H = - 5)). 
n'—•oo 
Bounded convergence gives 
£;、7/;pCW(s))</»pCtr]⑷）=丑 'WP^W(s))丑[幻祁w)⑷](力一s)) ) 
I 
‘ •• . 
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Now, if information is known until time s, for any BoreTset F € G, by replac-
ing fp with the unit constant mapping and • with a characteristic function, • 
respectively, we have 
P{xm) e riJF/^ ) = E[i{x[x]{t) € r)|:Ff] • • 
二 pWWpcpcMWKf -
So we have proved that X[x] possesses the Markpv property. • 
4.2 The Sierpinski Carpet 
Recall that the preliminary process Bn{t) starting at a; G Cn will move more 
slowly as n increases because the path is more convoluted in the presence 
of more obstacles. Therefore, we have to enlarge the time base by On = 
suPx€Cnn((0.^ ]x(0,|]){ '^''rnW} to fomi a new process . 
Xn{t) = Bn(a^t).“ 
• • • • . 
for all neN . . 
* * ...厂 
.However, we cannot prove directly that lirn^oo -^nW = X{t) for some 
process X as in the case of the Sierpinski Gasket. We need ideas from more 
‘ advanced topics. 
争 
4.2.1 Continuity 
Let x'n X € 'C. In this section, we would like to prove that if XJ" converges 
weakly (or converges in distribution) to a process X : on C, then X® is 
continuous almost surely. We will leave the proof for the existence of X : to 
the next section. But let us clarify with our notions, 
• . • • • 
Induced measure on Dcq [0, oo) Each of Xn, n e N is & continuous 
Markov process taking values in C„ C Co with probability space ^n, P n ) - . . 
However, we can consider the following mapping from ^ to Dq,[0, oo), the “ 
space of right-continuous Co-valued functions on [0，oo) 
UJ Xn{u},') 
as a JDco[0, oo)-valued random variable. This mapping induces a measure on 
•the space Dcro[0，00). 
Let denote the measure on JDco[0, oo) induced by JCf ’ the scaled 
preliminary process on Cn starting at a;„. 
• . 
‘ • . • • 
• • • 
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Tightness of a family of measures Let M be a subset of V[Pco [0, oo)), 
the collection of all probabilily measures on 力cb[0, oo), 
M is said to b.e tight if for each e > .0, there exists a compact set K C 
I>Co[Oj oo) such that 
J g ^ 静 1 - e . 
where the compactness oi K is defined with respect to the Skorohod topology 
in <Dco[0,oo). Since Cq is separable (existence of a countable dense subset) 
and complete, it can be proved that Dcq [0, oo) is also separable and complete. 
([4] Theorem 5.6) Since this is not central to this thesis, we are not going to 
delve any further into this. 
A tight family of measures has the following nice property thiough. the 
Prohorov Theorem{[A] Theorem 2.4.7): . • 
Theorem 4-2.1. Lei 00))，M is Ught if and only if every 
sequence of elements of M contains a weakly convergent subsequence. 
• ‘ ： • 
Recall that 'weak convergence' is defined as follows: 
Definition 4.2.2. A sequence of measures {P„} C i^ cblO, oo) is saidJo 
• converge weakly to P e V(:Dco[0,oof) if 
• •• 
lim J fdPn = J fdP for all real-valued bounded continuous functions OTiiP^[0, oo)' 
• . 
The above discussions should have provided the motivation for the fol-
lowing thoerem. Let us denote Zt to be the coordinate process mapping from. 
Dco[0, oo) to Co such that Zt^uj) = a;(t) for any u € JDCO[0, OO). 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let x^ e Cn, n e N. > 1} is a tight family 
of measures in Dcq[0, OO) as well as in Ccq[0, oo), the space of continuous 
Co-valued functions on [0,cx5). 
Proof. Recall that denotes the time Xn propagates through, the ;. 
gridlines of gridwith Using the inequality in regard to the exit times 
that we mentioned in the final part of the previous chapter, we can show 
that for all a € iV 
- aliXiu)) <s)<Ci exp(-:c2(9^s)-^) 
for 3 < r < n and for some positive constants Ci, and 7. This satis-
fies the criterion for the tightness of the family of measures induced by a 
• • 
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family of stochastic processes laid down in Proposition 3.8.3, Lemma 3.8.1 
and Theorem 3.7.2 of [4]. Hence we conclude that > 1} is tight in , 
V{Dco[0,oo)). 
Moreover, t — Z{u,t) is a continuous Co-valued function in t for almost 
all u e Dc7O[0, oo) with respect to P^"" since P^" is a measure induced by 
a continuous Markov process. Suppose we have a weakly convergent subse-
quence within the family > 1} converging to Q. By [4], Theorem 
5.10.2, t —> Z{ijj) is also a continuous Co-valued function in t for almost all 
u e Dco [0, oo) with respect to Q. Hence, Q(Cco[0, oo)) = 1. By restrict-
ing Q to Cco[0,oo), Q is a measure on Cco[0,oo). Application of Prohorov 
Theorem gives us the tightness of > 1} in Cco[0,oo). • 
Weak convergence of induced measures Given the tightness of {P®"}, 
Xn ^ Cn, n e N,we are now ready to prove that if a;„ —> a; G C, P广 actually 
converges weakly. However, we need one more lemma here. 
Definition 4.2.4. Let f be a real-valued, hounded continuous function on 
Co, A G [0, oo), Xn € Cn. Define the X-potential operator of X^ to be 
RRN(XN) 
= El- / e-^^f{ZM)ds 
Jo 
where E^^ is expectation with respect to Tn(xn) is the exit time for Xn； 
i.e. Tn(xn) 二 inf{t : Xn{t) G daCn}, Zg is again the coordinate operator on 
Cco[0,oo). 
We have the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.2.5. Using the notation in the previous definition, there exists a 
subsequence {nj} such that converges for each 入 € [0, oo) and for 
each bounded continuous function f on CQ, and for each sequence {x^} such 
that Xj G Crij, Xj X e C. We call this limit U^f{x) for x eC. 
Theorem 4.2.6. If {nj} is the subsequence in the previous lemma, Xj E Cn” 
Xj ^ X e C, then {Pn/} converges weakly to a measure on Cco[0,oo). We 
denote this measure by P®. 
Proof. {Pnj } is a tight sequence of measure so it must contain a weakly con-
vergent subsequence. If any two limit points agree, {Pn/} actually converges 
weakly. 
If a subsequence of Pn/ converges weakly to P'’ then the same subsequence 
of {f^nVfe) = ^ r e-''f{Zs{uj))ds} converges to E, e'^^ f{Zs{u))ds}, 
where E' is expectation with respect to P'. However, the previous lemma 
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says that U^./iZj) converges to U^f{x). If P" is another limit point of 
{ i ^ } , we have 
E'「似…)耐=U^m = E"厂 e-^'f{Zs{uj))ds} 
Jo Jo 
Exchanging expectation and integral sign, by uniqueness of Laplace trans-
forms, we have 
E ' / 剛 ) = £ ； " / 剛 ） 
for all s E [0, cx))), for each bounded continuous function / on CQ. 
Using the above and the Markov property of Xn” we can prove by induc-
tion that 
E'MZt,)f2{Zt,)...fn{Zj = E〃MZti)MZt2)...fn ⑷ 
for dl\n e N and for all, for all bounded continuous functions /i,...,/n on 
CQ. Hence, by [4] Theorem 3.7.8, we know that {Pn/} converges weakly to a 
measure on P(Cco[0, oo)) • 
We have obtained a measure P® on CCQ [0, oo) as a result of the weak 
convergence of measures induced by {Pn/}, the processes on Cny Consider 
Pn/. A sample path UJ{t) G Cco[0,oo),i 6 [0，oo) can take any values in CQ. 
However, if u{t)朱 Cn^ for some t, u should be in some null set in CcjO, oo) 
under {Fn/}, because {Pn/} is induced by Xn,- As j tends infinity, we expect 
that the probability that a sample path take values outside the carpet C is 
zero under P^. In fact, we can prove this by the weak convergence of measure. 
l i x e C , P'^iZtiu) for some t < r) = 0. 
4.2.2 Existence of Markov process on C 
To prove that the measure is actually induced by some Markov process, 
we need the operator semigroup theory, which is a useful tool in Markov 
function theory. 
Defintion 4.2.7. A family {Tt,t G [0, oo)} of bounded linear operators on 
a Banach space L is called a transition semigroup if TQ = I (identity) and 
Tg+t = T[s)T(t) (product in the Banach space) for all s,t>0. 
Theorem 4.2.8. There exists a Markov Process X on C whose induced 
measure on CC[0, CXD) is P:. 
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Proof. Let f be in the Banach space of all real-valed bounded continuous 
function on Co, define Ttf{x) = E^f(Zt{uj))^ where E"^ denotes expectation 
with respect to P® on Cco[0, oo). It can be proved that Tof{x) = x and 
Ta+tfix) = Ts{Ttf{x)) from the corresponding properties of En^f{Zt) using 
a limiting argument, so {Tt^t € [0,oo)} is a semigroup on the Banach space 
of all real-valed bounded continuous function on CQ. 
If we restrict F® to Cc[0, oo), then P工 is a measure on Cc[0, oo), the space 
of continuous C-valued functions on non-negative real numbers. Ttf{x)= 
E^f(Zt{u))) is thus a transition semi-group in the Banach space of all real-
valed bounded continuous function on C 
Let {rij} be the subsequence ensuring the convergence in Lemma 4.2.5. 
If Xj X e C with Xj e C (and hence Xj e Cn/), we know from the weak 
convergence of {Pnj} that linij^oo En]g{Z{s)) = E^g[Z[s)) for any real-
valued bounded continuous function g on CQ whenever Xj x E C. In other 
words, denoting h{xj) En]g{Z{s)), we have lim】—oo h{xj) — E^g{Z{s)) for 
any sequence {XJ} 6 C converging to x € C. Using an elementary real-
variable argument, we know that x —>• E^g[Z[s)) is a bounded continuous 
mapping from C to 况.To summarize this, let C(C) denote the space of real-
valued bounded continuous functions on C, Tt[C(Co)] C C(C), the space of 
real-valued bounded continuous functions on C. , 
Furthermore, Zt(uj) = rc) = 1 by the continuity of paths under 
P^. Hence, limt_o E^f{Z{t)) — f{x) by bounded convergence. 
Hence, by [5] Theorem 1.9.4, there exists a Markov process on with state 
space C with induced measure F® on Cc[0, oo). • 
4.2.3 Piecing Together 
Now, a continuous, Markov process X on the carpet C has been constructed. 
What remains is to use a piece-together argument to obtain the corresponding 
process on the extended carpet C. 
We will borrow much from the propagation of the preliminary processes 
Wm when we discussed Corner Move and Knight's Move, except that the 
grid width is one in this case. Starting at x E C, we consider a continuous . •’ 
Markov process in the 2 x 2 block of squares in SQ whose centre is closest 
to X, Do{x). The next stop is the boundary of Do{x). Suppose that the 
stopover point is y e C. We treat y as another starting point and begin a 
process on Do(2/). Thus, provided we can extend the process X to all forms 
of 2 X 2 block of squares in So, we can extend the process to C. 
Extending the state space to 2 x 2 block of squares Recall during the 
construction of the Sierpinski Carpet that some of the squares within each 
I 
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Figure 4.1: Illustrations of three cases of configurations: (top) all non-empty, 
(middle) two empty, (bottom) one empty 
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iU mm 
Figure 4.2: The 2x2 block of squares in which the top right square is empty. 
(L-shaped polygon) The edges in bold are reflecting edges. 
of the 2 x 2 block of squares Do{x) might be empty: 
• All squares are non-empty 
• Exactly one of the squares are empty, so there are four such cases in 
total 
• Exactly two adjacent squares are empty, so there are four such cases in 
total 
We shall illustrate our construction for the case where the top right square 
is empty because those for the other cases are similar. 
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Figure 4.3: All possible 2x2 blocks of squares subject to rotation. The edges 
in bold are reflecting edges. 
Inherited from Bn{t) is the invariance of X with respect to </>, where (f) is 
rotation of the carpet about its center by 90。or a translation on the plane. 
More specifically, let P® denote the probability measure induced by X which 
started at x, the law of X{t) is equal to the P執工、law of <p{X{t)). This 
means that given X, we obtain X' on a translated carpet which is reflecting 
on the upper and the right edges. 
Now we have two carpets rotated by 180°. We adjoin them to the original, 
unrotated carpet through the top and through the right edges respectively. 
They are the absorbing edges. The existence of X' enables us to construct a 
corresponding random process X" on the L-shaped polygon as shown on the 
figure. 
Assume that the process X starts at some point x in the original carpet. 
Each time X hits an absorbing edge at point p, the trajectory will start over 
again at the same point in the adjacent carpet across the absorbing edge. To 
be more specific, 
ri=mi{t>0:X{t)edaC} 
X"{t) = X{t) if t < n 、 
x"{t) = - n) \it>Ti 
Through similar adjoinings and rotations, if necessary, we can obtain the 
processes for all types of 2 x 2 block of squares. 
Extending the state space to the extended carpet After constructing 
the processes for all types of 2 x 2 block of squares, we again introduce 
stopping time to reach the boundaries of the 2 x 2 block of squares: 
(j:[\X") = inf{t > 0 : X"{t) e dD^i{X"{0))\dC} 
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Starting aX x e C, when the particle reaches the boundary of the 2 x 2 
block of squares in <So, it will start over again in the next 2 x 2 block of 
squares for the next stage of propagation. 
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表現’就是Knight's Move和Comer Move，然後證明在這些連通集上的Hamack's 
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